Biographies
-Ancilla-: -Ancilla- graduated with a degree in psychology and
sociology with a minor in women’s studies and is currently pursuing
her Master's in Rehabilitation Counseling and working on research
on polyamorous lifestyles. She has been involved with BDSM
alternative life styles for the past 12 years as an advocate for equal
rights and consent to power exchange. In addition, she has been
practicing polyamory for the past 9 years and feels she was born
polyamorous.
Actually_Mike: Actually_Mike is a fetishist whose lifelong kink is
erotic hypnosis and mind-control play. Mike is a self-taught hypnotist
who has been practicing erotic hypnosis since 2010. He has traveled
the country searching out other kinky hypnotists, learning, improving,
and bringing new kinky ideas to the Columbus community. Mike is
the founder of Hypno Lounge Columbus; a group for hypno-kinksters
and the hypno-curious in central Ohio.
AmHypnotic: AmHypnotic got involved with hypnosis merely to learn
how to help himself sleep during stressful college times, not taking
long to think of many various erotic possibilities. A couple years later,
he got involved with the New England Hypnosis Group (NEHG) soon
after it started, and the NYC Hypnosis group at its beginnings. He's
always loved people watching, getting reactions, and lighthearted
teasing, and his style with erotic hypnosis tends to reflect this. He
came into BDSM secondarily after figuring out his interest in erotic
hypnosis, and thus he has a style that strongly intermingles BDSM,
hypnosis, and that enjoyment in teasing.
Ariadne: Ariadne is a lifelong hypno-fetishist who was involved in the
hypnosis scene for three years. She is one of the leaders of the New
England Hypnosis Group and a regular presenter on hypnosis and
related topics. In her personal life, she likes to plumb the depths of
the human mind and play with the dark things hiding there. In her
spare time, she records herself saying sexy, trancey things and puts
them on the Internet. She has been described as "adorably terrifying"
and "the cutest evil genius ever."
Carneggy: Carneggy was hypnotizing folks for a variety of
recreational purposes for over 25 years, after a friend said 'hey, let me
show you guys this neat thing I learned!' He's been an admin for
multiple IRC community rooms and participated in a long succession
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of other hypnosis chat rooms throughout that time. He's occasionally
taught informal lessons to beginners as well as several classes at
Charmed and various -EEHUs.
Chewtoy: Chewtoy has been playing with hypnosis recreationally and
writing smutty mind-control stories since the earliest days of the
world-wide web, and recording hypnotic inductions for others’
enjoyment since the earliest days of NEEHU. Along the way he's
studied pagan trancework under two different traditions and been
certified by the National Guild of Hypnotists. He recently published
“Erotic Hypnosis Scripts”, a book of the scripts to all of his published
recordings.
Daja: Daja's been involved in the hypnosis community in some way or
another for the last 5 years. You may have seen her in the Hypbook
chatroom or on the MCForum. She's presented at NEEHU, MEEHU,
Charmed, and for the DC Black Rose Hypnosis SIG. She's also on the
MEEHU ConCom, and the person who put the class schedule
together.
Dan: Dan has been in the community for the better part of two years,
and has been enjoying hats and hammocks for much much longer. A
cool dude who likes to talk, likes to listen, and loves to talk and listen
about hypnosis.
Dancecode: Dancecode is a regular Earth human like you who has
been getting the hang of this hypnosis thing for maybe two years,
mostly on the West Coast. Dance is hugely switchy, genderqueer, and
has a ponytail that you might get to spring if you ask nicely. Easily
mistaken for SpiralTurquoise.
DJ Pynchon: DJ Pynchon was exploring the nooks and crannies of
Hypnosis for over 20 years. He got off the sidelines and leaped into
the fray, so to speak, and finally attended his first hypnosis event at
NEEHU5. He chronicled his adventures on his blogs at
djpynchon.wordpress.com and at hypno-sandwich.tumblr.com. He
teaches his class ‘Subjects 102: Being an Excellent Subject’ across the
country. He and Lee Allure wrote the book “Hypnotic Amnesia” and
are collaborating on several upcoming ventures. He is passionate
about ethics for hypnotists and subjects alike and for bringing new
people into the fold.
EnScenic: EnScenic (aka Noelle) wanted to write a story featuring
hypnosis, got sucked in by her research and never looked back. Her
writing focus remains firmly fixed on the subject's point of view, but
she has added teaching/presenting and yes, actual hypnotizing to her
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list of accomplishments/goals. Her writing can be found at
Noellehastranceadventures.blogspot.com and EnScenic.tumblr.com
ErogenousMind: Erogenous Mind is a hypnotist and author of tumblr
smut. He was an active part of the community for over a year and
lurked for much longer than is reasonable. Stuck living far away from
the civilized world, he relies on the Internet and Unconferences to
satiate his need for hypnokink and community.
HypnoBruce: Bruce first tried hypnosis, very unsuccessfully, in junior
high school. Then in the 1970s, he learned the Ericksonian approach
along with other NLP training. Things really got started in 2012
when he did additional training and turned professional. He began
teaching hypnosis that same year. He quickly zeroed in on sexuality
and relationships and began running the HypnoToronto group on
FetLife. On the kinky scale from pain slut to hedonist, he clearly
resides at the hedonist end of the scale. He is also a certified coach
and trainer in Orgasmic Meditation. He has presented at four
NEEHU events and this is his first MEEHU.
Hypnobunny: Subject by trade, brat by nature, Hypnobunny has been
helping The-Inquisition improve his hypno-skills for about a year and
a half (but there’s no need to thank her, really). With almost two
years of hypnosis experience, over two years of BDSM community
involvement, and a short-lived but much-loved erotic hypnosis
YouTube channel under her belt, HB enjoys helping people get their
foot in the proverbial hypno-door, swapping ideas with her incredibly
talented friends, and looks forward to retiring someday to stare at
spirals on a beach.
Hypnomaestro: Hypnomaestro has over 35 years experience in all
aspects of hypnosis: therapy, stage and recreational. He is a certified
hypnotherapist, hypnotherapy instructor and acclaimed stage
hypnotist. His HypnoVideo material was among the first erotic
hypnosis videos using real hypnosis. He is also the hypnotist behind
the late, lamented Entrancement Video.
HypnoMedia: HypnoMedia is a published author, graphics designer,
hypnosis aficionado, historian and a whole lot more. Suffice to say
that he has more than enough experience to know what he is talking
about here.
HypnosisEnthusiast: A professional stage hypnotist with over 40
years of experience, H.E. is also a certified hypnotist and has trained
with Steve Lankton and taken program training with Bandler &
Grinder at the 1st World Congress on NLP. It was also his privilege
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to be the hypnotist guest of honor at NEEHU2, a special presenter at
NEEHU4 and 7 and performed and presented at MEEHU1 and 2.
Inamorata: Certified NGH Hypnotist. Independent researcher. Public
speaker & presenter. One of the founding committee members of
MEEHU 1.
Kedi: Kedi has been exploring trance states through meditation, yoga,
martial arts, hypnosis, and other modalities for over 20 years. He has
taught classes and workshops on several continents and is currently a
kink event organizer and presenter based in Chicago.

Lizzidoll: “She's a clever, sexy, Brit who is adorable and endlessly
creative.” DJ Pynchon.
“As devious as she is lovely, with her fantastic eyes and amazing,
cultured voice, Lizzidoll is like that gorgeous poppy you intended to
pick – but as you lean over and breathe in its fragrance, you slowly
realize she's already picked you.” HypnoGuru
“... her hypnotised gaze alone has been known to draw people into
trance with her. [She] speaks knowledgeably from both sides of the
watch in a style that is simultaneously fun, engaging and insightful.”
Wiseguy
Mephki: Mephki is the co-founder of the New England Hypnosis
Group, founder of the *EHU movement, organizer of NEEHU, and
supporter of the EH community in any way possible. Her passion is
bringing together people who love hypnosis, and helping everyone
find the knowledge and skills they need to get their hypnokink on. To
this end, Mephki organizes hypnosis events wherever and whenever
possible, and is currently working on connecting communities via
hypnation.org. In addition to hypnosis, Mephki enjoys board games,
baking, and rope.
Miss Isis: Miss Isis is one of the organizers of MEEHU, the MidWestern Erotic Hypnosis Unconference, and Charmed, the MidAtlantic Erotic Hypnosis Conference in Baltimore. Miss Isis is a
professional hypnotist and switch who enjoys teaching others how to
use hypnosis to capture, reclaim, and enhance their sexuality, taking
their pleasure to a whole new level, and learning how to make it their
own and share that heightened level of sexuality and pleasure with
themselves, their partners and lovers. Miss Isis has been involved
with the bdsm community for over 15 years, sharing her passion with
others, showing them how much fun they can have with erotic
hypnosis and how hypnosis can be used to enhance bdsm play and
intensify relationships and intimacy.
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Miss Studd: Miss Studd has a degree in Pre-Clinical psychology and a
concentration on gender and human sexuality. She has had the honor
of presenting at two educational conferences about BDSM and
Polyamory. In addition, she has been instructing Mental Health First
Aid for 3 years. At the age of 15 she been practicing polyamory, and
has been an active member of the BDSM community for 5 years and
the erotic hypnosis community for 3 years.
Moon-Gazer: Moon-Gazer is the founder and owner of Hypnosis New
Jersey. Moon has loved the idea of mind control and hypnosis since
they've been young. Pure reaction junky, Moon uses a combination of
creative sadistic scenarios along with sensual hypnotic techniques to
create very hot BDSM scenes.
MrPrism: MrPrism is a hypnotist and switch from Texas, now living
in the Midwest. Involved in hypnosis for over a decade, he taught
classes at NEEHU and MEEHU and is on the MEEHU planning
committee. He is enthusiastic and experienced with hypnosis and the
ways hypnosis and other kinks can be combined and mixed together.
He and MrsPrism can usually be found near each other, and love copresenting.
MrsPrism: MrsPrism is a hypnotist and switch from the Midwest.
Involved and starring in the classic Entrancement Video productions,
she become involved with hypnosis at the professional level twenty
years ago and is on the planning committee for MEEHU. She is
enthusiastic and experienced with BDSM and the ways hypnosis and
other kinks can be combined. She and MrPrism can usually be found
near each other, and love co-presenting.
RuleOfThree: RuleOfThree is a sick, twisted pervert who loves to help
other people explore their fantasies while sharing his own. His goal is
to have a positive impact on people, which may or may not mean
beating them until they like it. He also loves reflecting light in the
dark corners of the things that make us human. He is an educator
and the author of "Ageplay: From Diapers to Diplomas," "Power Over
Pleasure," as well as a forthcoming book about Emotional Play. He
has degrees in psychology and sociology that he perverts for use in
the alternative sexuality community. He identifies as dominant, an
emotional sadist, as well as a Daddy. He has presented at many
venues throughout the U.S. and Canada, including national, regional,
and local conventions, weekend and club events.
Pinupknits: PinupKnits is a bottom-leaning switch, grammar sadist,
yarn snob and hypno … let's just say … enthusiast. Unable to resist
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the urge to add another quirky hobby to her collection, she jumped
into the hypnosis scene and soon found herself teaching and running
workshops in her local community. She joins Moon-Gazer, her
partner in crime, in leading the Hypnosis New Jersey group
Professor-X: Professor-X started hypnosis in a secret midnight
hypnosis club in college that quickly grew to over a hundred
attendees a week. By her senior year in college, she was head of the
BDSM/kink club, which was, by then, the largest club on campus.
Professor-X now leads the monthly Hypnosis Peer Share munch in
San Francisco, California, as well as a Kinky Coders munch.
Sebastian/Seb: Seb is a Chicago-based writer who loves talking and
teaching and trancing.
Siren: Chai, bio will happen at some point.

Solarianne: Solarianne is a French Canadian who has been into
hypnosis since 2008, first as a subject and now as a hypnotist. She
also has the ability to trance in both English and French on both side
of the pendulum. Also, she has been into BDSM for the same amount
of time.
Spiral Turquoise: Spiral Turquoise is a femme genderqueer hypnoswitch, sex blogger, and erotica writer who does presentations on
erotic hypnosis and its intersections with other fetishes and kinks. He
also looks suspiciously like DanceCode.
Supple: Supple has been into hypnosis since she was 11 years old, all
about learning ways to communicate and fit in and stumbled across
hypnosis through countless movies and books and became hooked,
line and sink her (no seriously sink her, the expressions are priceless!)
now an avid and knowledgeable hypno-fetishist who loves nothing
more that showing something new to someone totally oblivious to it
before hand and watching their reactions.
Symetrie: symetrie is a full-time trainer with scads of impressive
credentials and more than a decade “in the lifestyle.” She is
passionate about learning, awareness, intent, creativity and
generative understandings.
Tennfan: Tennfan likes hypnosis, a lot. Luckily enough, hypnosis
seems to like him back. A hypnofetishist to the core, he's been at this
longer than anyone his age has any right to have been, and still has a
pretty insatiable appetite for learning and doing more. He's the
hypnoswitchy bearded fellow walking around pinching himself asking
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if this is all real. He’s presented at Charmed and NEEHU and can’t
wait to present at MEEHU, too.
The-Inquisition: The-Inqusition is the one no one expects, but he is
here and he’s here to stay! Always harboring a curiosity about
hypnosis, he finally set out to learn more about it while in college.
But upon graduating and moving to his new home, he found himself
alone in his kinky neck of the woods, so after attending MEEHU 2, he
set out to grow a hypnosis community in western Michigan. Now,
together with his faithful partner Hypnobunny, he teaches classes
and hosts munches to further his goal of WORLD DOMINATION!!!! a
better hypno community!
VentrueVixen: VentrueVixen (you can call her VV for short) has been
doing hypnosis for as long as she can remember in some form or
another, and is a hypnosexual first and foremost. VV has developed a
habit of hanging out at the margins of hypnosis land. She's jumping
into the deep end now, and is looking forward to sharing some of what
she's learned as a hypnotist and Domme in the last 15 years while
spending a lot of time learning from everyone here.
Wiseguy: Hypno Obi-wan to the community since before there were
annual events, Wiseguy brings his brand of humor and fun into
classes that teach how to be safe, responsible, and effective with
erotic hypnosis. In real life he is a professional hypnotist and NLP
practicioner, a trainer of professional hypnotism and NLP, and
author of the books “Mind Play: A Guide to Erotic Hypnosis” and “The
Mind Play Study Guide”.
ZanyM: ZanyM has been in the BDSM scene for over a decade. She is
a toppy genderqueer sadomasochist, a mischievous alpha geek and a
reaction junkie. Her first love kink-wise is rope. She is the
coordinator of the NYC TES Hypnokink Group. She has taught
classes regionally and nationally and her focus is how hypnosis and
BDSM can benefit one another. "She seemed so sweet and innocent,
until I got to know her."
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